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Place 
Date 

Language 
Material 

Number of texts 
Type 
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Find/Acquisition 

 
 
Arsinoites (Fayum), meris of Herakleides, Karanis 
About 142-185 
Greek, 1 bilingual Latin-Greek 
Papyrus 
29 (+ several texts still unpublished), 8 uncertain 
Archive of an official (mixed private - official) 
Ann Arbor, Michigan University 
Found during the Michigan excavations in 1926 in Kom Aushim (Karanis) in house B17 (+ neighbouring 
houses B16, B18, ?B2 and street BS1) 
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Description In house B17 (house 17 in the B level) in Karanis, ca. 200 papyrus fragments mainly dating 
to the mid second century were found during excavations of the Michigan University in 
1926;1 their inventory numbers range between 4684 and 4807; many are still unpublished. 
The texts relate to Sokrates, son of Sarapion, and his family. Some papyri obviously 
belonging to those found in B17, were found in the adjacent houses B16 and B18, on the 
street BS1 that runs in front of B17, and maybe also in the house B2 opposite B17 (cf. App. 
2). The papyri probably once belonged to one single archive. In this case the archaeological 
context completes the information from the papyrological documentation. Several 
archaeological artefacts were also found in the house: apart from a huge amount of pottery, 
there are toys and dolls, fragments of textile, hair pins, terracotta figurines, bronze rings, 
etc.2 

The archive contains both private documents and texts relating to liturgical offices. Sokrates, 
son of Sarapion, is the protagonist, although some texts also concern his family members.3 

  

                                                
1 Cf. van Minnen 1994, p. 237-249. 
2 Cf. van Minnen 1994, p. 250-251 appendix. 
3 van Minnen 1994, p. 240. 
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TEXTS RELATING TO SOKRATES 

Some documents are incoming: Sokrates is addressee in (semi-)private letters (505-507, P. 
Mich. inv. 4796 a, 488);4 P. Mich. inv. 4711 b is a private letter probably related to 
Sokrates’ wife Gemella; he occurs in tax receipts issued to himself (419) or as representative 
of others (SB VI 9263), and is addressed in an offer to sublease land that he had himself 
leased (564). Several texts relate to Sokrates’ role as village liturgist and are not incoming, 
but rather copies kept for himself. Following in his father’s footsteps, who might have been 
a tax farmer,5 Sokrates was a collector of money taxes (praktor argyrikon) in Karanis 
several times in his life (cf. P. Mich. inv. 4689, ?383, and several tax receipts issued by the 
praktor Sokrates to private individuals outside the archive).6 No doubt the mass of blank 
papyri found in his house was used by Sokrates for drawing up registers and other official 
documents.7 383, a tax receipt issued by various tax collectors, among whom Sokrates, was 
found in house B2. Van Minnen suspects that this house functioned as Sokrates’ residence at 
some moment and that he may have used B17 as his office or to deposit his waste;8 more 
recently, however, the identification of the Sokrates of house B2 with the Sokrates of house 
B17 has been doubted, because the former was active much earlier (AD 107-109) than the 
latter (AD 142-172, see HAGEDORN 2008). 

A petition written by Sokrates (SB XVIII 13306) and found in house B17 was no doubt a 
copy. It is written in a distinctive hand which van Minnen identified with that in one of 
several huge tax rolls from Karanis excavated in 1924 (223).9 It is unclear whether this roll 
was found by plunderers in B17 or in another house elsewhere in Karanis. The daily entries 
(the character of the hand differs considerably from day to day so we are not dealing with a 
simple copy) allow us to reconstruct each working day of Sokrates as a collector of money 
taxes for a whole year.10 

 In street BS1 a copy of an edict of Gaius Valerius Eudaimon was found (522). Sokrates may 
have kept a copy of the edict among his papers to defend himself against a proscription,11 
referred to in another document: in the oath SB XVI 12958, the signatories had to declare 
whether or not one Sokrates, son of Sarapion, had been proscribed by Marcus Sempronius 
Liberalis, ex-prefect of Egypt.  

At least once in his career (145/146), Sokrates was a census official (laographos), as appears 

                                                
4 The private letter 488 was also found in B17, but the address is not preserved. Presumably, this letter was also 
addressed to Sokrates. 
5 In the tax receipt 419, 6-7, Σωκρά(της) Σαρ[α]πίων(ος) το(ῦ) Ρεµλ(ήσεως) <µητρὸς> Πτολ(έµας), ‘Sokrates, son of 
Sarapion and Ptolema, grandson of Remlesis’, may be read according to the editors. This would be a problem, since 
Sokrates’ mother was named Thatres. Willy Clarysse, however, reads Σωκρά(της) Σαρ[α]πίων(ος) το(ῦ) 
ἐκλ(ήµπτορος) Πτολ(εµαίδος) ‘Sokrates, son of Sarapion, the eklemptor (tax farmer) of Ptolemais’; on the office of 
eklemptor, cf. F. Reiter, Die Nomarchen des Arsinoites, Paderborn, 2004, p. 115-117. 
6 SB VI 9428 (AD 144), SB XVI 12798 (AD 145), BGU I 330 (AD 153), BGU II 391 (AD 154); it is doubtful whether 
in BGU XV 2534 of an earlier date (AD 107-116), the same Sokrates is involved, see Hagedorn 2008. 
7 van Minnen 1994, p. 247. 
8 van Minnen 1994, p. 133. 
9 Cf. also Strassi 2001, p. 1219. 
10 van Minnen 1994, p. 246. 
11 Strassi 2001, p. 1217-1218. 
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from various census documents which come from a ‘pasted roll’ (tomos synkollesimos) 
(partly published) and relate to different people.12 Moreover, Sokrates also acted as a sort of 
an entrepreneur of public land (cf. 564; SB VI 5433). Several unpublished texts relate to 
census operations, dike works, tax collection or control of land in Karanis. 

Sokrates had two sons, Sarapion and Sokrates. As shown by the Latin birth certificate 169, 
submitted by their mother Sempronia Gemella and found in house B7 in Karanis, they were 
twins. Gemella, no doubt family of Sempronius Gemellus who was gymnasiarch in 149, was 
the wife of Sokrates and the sons Marcus Sempronius Sokrates and Marcus Sempronius 
Sarapion were registered as being born ex incerto patre, since, as a Roman citizen, Gemella 
could not openly claim Sokrates as the father of her children.13 She might even have lived 
elsewhere, in house B7, in the vicinity of Sokrates’ house. Apparently Sokrates and his 
family were in contact with other Roman citizens as a Latin contract dealing with a dowry 
between one Demetria and a member of the Roman fleet (442) was also found in house B17. 
Sokrates’ sons performed similar liturgies as their father, though their functions are only 
known through texts outside the archive. Sarapion appears as collector of money, and 
Sokrates was census official.14 The hand in the other Karanis tax rolls, drafted in 172/173 
and later, may be that of Sarapion (see Tax rolls of Karanis, ArchID 63). Apart from two 
sons, Sokrates also had one daughter; she lived with her husband Valerianus, who addressed 
several private letters to his father-in-law (505-506, P. Mich. inv. 4796 a). 

Sokrates also kept some literary texts: grammatical papyri (P. Mich. inv. 4711 a + 4693 = 
LDAB 4764), Menander’s Epitrepontes (LDAB 2643) written on the verso of an 
unpublished documentary text,15 and the Acta Alexandrinorum (LDAB 15).16 Kallimachos’ 
Aitia (P. Mich. inv. 4761 c = LDAB 477) was found in house B2 across the street from B17, 
whereas 759, a copy of Homer’s Ilias, was found in house B7, that of Sokrates’ wife 
Gemella. 

 TEXTS RELATING TO FAMILY MEMBERS 

Sokrates was not the only liturgist in his family (cf. the stemma in App. 1). A small part of 
the texts in the archive relate to the property of Sokrates’ family and to the functions and 
liturgies performed by them. 

Four reports of uninundated land filed in the four consecutive years 168-171 (366-369) were 
found in house B17 (and B2), and are addressed, among others, to the komogrammateis of 
several villages in the Arsinoites. 366, e.g., is addressed to Kastor, village scribe or 

                                                
12 Some have been published (SB VI 9554 (2), (3) and (5)) but others with similar inventory numbers (e.g. P. Mich. 
inv. 4731) are still unpublished. 
13 Strassi Zaccaria 1991, p. 258-259; van Minnen 1994, p. 241 with n. 62; Strassi 2001, p. 1224-1226. 
14 Cf. Strassi Zaccaria 1991, p. 252-256; Strassi 2001, p. 1218. On Sarapion, cf. BGU III 819; P. Aberd. 35; 224, 
6332, 6333, 6343; on Sokrates, cf. BGU I 97, II 577. In 385, 2 and 24, Sarapion should perhaps be read too. 
15 Cf. M. Gronewald, ‘Menander, Epitrepontes. Neue Fragmente aus Akt III und IV’, ZPE 66 (1986), p. 1-13 + ined. 
26-B17F-A inv. 4733 (cf. AfP 43 (1997), p. 101); cf. also P. van Minnen, ‘Boorish or Bookish? Literature in Egyptian 
Villages in the Fayum in the Graeco-Roman Period’, JJP 28 (1998), p. 126 & n. 75. 
16 H.A. Musurillo, Acta Alexandrinorum (BSGRT), Leipzig, 1961, p. 67-72 no. 22; A. Harker, Loyalty and Dissidence 
in Roman Egypt: the Case of the Acta Alexandrinorum, Cambridge, 2008. 
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komogrammateus of Ptolemais (perhaps Ptolemais Nea near Karanis). The latest text in the 
archive (536 of AD 185) is a report submitted by Kastor listing people nominated for a 
liturgy; Sokrates’ name is not mentioned. 

No doubt this Kastor is identical with the Kastor mentioned in the census register for AD 
160/161 (SB VI 9555 a), an important document for the reconstruction of family 
relationships.17 In this register, Kastor is identified as father of Ptolemaios (47 years old) and 
Achillas (40 years old), and as son of Papos. Also mentioned are Ptolemaios’ wife 
Tasoucharion and their children Kastor, Kastor alias Ptolemaios, Ptolemais and Onesime. 
The children of Achillas and his wife Aphrodous were named Kastor, Kastor the younger, 
Serapias and Tapiamis. Exactly the same people (Kastor, Ptolemaios, Achillas, 
Tasoucharion) and Sarapion occur in the list of greetings in a private letter addressed to 
Sokrates (507, 15-18),18 and each of these names sporadically occur in other texts: SB VI 
9242 a is an assignment of uncultivated and revenue land in the Arsinoites to Achillas, son 
of Kastor; the mutilated name A[......] of the komogrammateus in 367, 3 may be Achillas.19 
Perhaps Ptolemaios is identical with the Ptolemaios who sent a private letter to his 
(unidentified) father (511) and to his son Horion, a horiodeiktes (an official who settles 
boundaries), found on the street BS1 (512), whereas Kastor, son of Ptolemaios is the subject 
in the tax receipt 388, also found on the street BS1. Sarapion, one of the leading sitologoi in 
charge of the public granaries of Karanis (392-393), may be identical with Sokrates’ brother. 

The exact relationship between Kastor and his descendants on the one hand, and Sokrates on 
the other, is unclear. Perhaps Kastor was a cousin of Sokrates, or - more likely - a 
halfbrother on his mother’s side, as the property in SB VI 9555 a is identified as οἰκόπεδα 
µαµµικά, ‘buildings inherited from the grandmother’, i.e. the grandmother of the brothers 
Ptolemaios and Achillas, who could well be identical with Sokrates’ mother Thatres (cf. the 
stemma App. 1).20 Sokrates’ father Sarapion was probably already dead by 135, but his 
mother Thatres is still alive in a private letter addressed to Sokrates (507, not dated).21 
Presumably she survived her husband and lived with her son. By 160/161, however, her 
property had passed to her heirs. In the register SB VI 9555, 18-19, a Τασουχ(άριον) ἄλλ(η) 
is mentioned in the left margin of the papyrus. It is possible that she was Sokrates’ daughter, 
since a Tasoucharion, daughter of Sokrates, occurs in two texts from Karanis in the same 
period.22 Tasoucharion who is addressed by one Iulius Germanus, son of Tapeesis, as sister 
(cf. the private letter 495) may be Ptolemaios’ wife, although Ptolemaios is referred to as 
Tasoucharion’s ‘brother’, but ἀδελφός may not be used in a strict sense here. 

 Whereas the latest document involving Sokrates dates to 163 (SB VI 9433), those relating to 
his family members date between 161 and 185 (536).  If Sokrates is the author of the tax 
rolls referred to above, he was still alive about 171/172,23 but he may have been dead by 

                                                
17 Strassi 2001, p. 1222-1223. 
18 Cf. Strassi 2001, p. 1220-1221. 
19 The komogrammateis in 368 and 369 are not identified. 
20 Strassi 2001, p. 1222-1224. 
21 Strassi 2001, p. 1220. 
22 Cf. references in Strassi 2001, p. 1224 n. 42. 
23 Strassi 2001 p. 1220. 
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185. Probably the archive passed from Sokrates to one of his family members; the name 
‘archive of Sokrates’ might therefore not be entirely fitting. Perhaps ‘family archive of 
house B17’ would be more correct. 

DOCUMENTS NOT CERTAINLY RELATED TO SOKRATES OR HIS FAMILY  

A few documents found in house B17 or nearby are not related to Sokrates’ family and in 
these cases it is not clear why or whether they belong to the archive. Most of them concern 
tax collection or other duties performed by liturgists. SB VI 9430 from B17 is a receipt 
issued by praktores of the village Philopator. SB XII 11104 is a letter to the strategos of the 
meris of Herakleides from some komogrammateis and presbyteroi. SB XII 11105 is a letter 
to the same strategos from the sitologoi of Ptolemais Nea, whereas 391 is a receipt for rent 
issued by the same sitologoi. The first was found in the street BS1, the last two in house 
B17. 380-381 and SB VI 9496 were perhaps all part of the same roll and form a register of 
work performed for dike corvée by several persons. 

It is unclear how SB XII 11124 (a list of names) and three private documents (SB VI 9247, 
SB XIV 12082, found on the street BS 1, and 449, a Latin recipe) are related to the archive.  

THE PROTAGONISTS 

The office of collector of money taxes (praktor argyrikon) was performed by the wealthier 
members of the community. Sokrates was clearly a man of influence. In 117/118 and again 
in 132/133 he acted on behalf of a family of Roman citizens living in Karanis (549, P. Mich. 
inv. 5894). The son of a certain Taesis, who owned the nearby house B1 was a naval recruit 
in the Roman army and he advised his mother to use Sokrates to send messages to Italy 
(490) and it was also to him that a villager wrote when she needed help with a court case in 
the city (507). As shown by the fragments of Greek literature, Sokrates was well educated. 
Apart from his office as praktor and the literary fragments, his house also shows that he 
belonged to the well-to-do families of Karanis.24 Measuring around 120 m2, house B17 was 
one of the largest and grandest residences in town, containing seven rooms.25 Little can be 
said about the layout of the house, as no ground plan is available and the position and 
relative size of its rooms can no longer be ascertained from the photos. van Minnen suspects 
that the two blue-glazed ink wells found in the house should be attributed to the two sons 
and illustrate a high level of literacy.26 

Archive texts P. Mich. VI 366-369, 419, VIII 488, 495, 505-507, IX 522, 536, 564; P. Mich. inv. 4689, 
4711 b, 4796 a; SB VI 9242 a, 9263, 9433, 9554 (2 a), 9554 (3), 9554 (5), 9555 a; SB XVIII 
13306; JRS 47 (1957), p. 185-190 (= LDAB 15); ZPE 66 (1986), p. 1-13 (= LDAB 2643); 
ZPE 100 (1994), p. 244 n. 76 descr. (= LDAB 4764); uncertain: P. Mich. III 169, VI 383, 
388, VIII 512, XVIII 759 (= LDAB 1466); SB VI 9247, 9430; SB XIV 12082; SB XVIII 
13308; ZPE 15 (1974), p. 105-116 [P. Mich.] (= LDAB 477). 

Text types Private letters, receipts (incoming and outgoing), tax documents, petitions, legal documents, 

                                                
24 van Minnen 1994, p. 246; Strassi 2001, p. 1219. 
25 van Minnen 1994, p. 239. 
26 van Minnen 1994, p. 248. 
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literary papyri (cf. App. 2) = incoming and outgoing documents. 

 

Appendices App. 1. Stemma of the family 
 

Sarapion I            x (1?)              Thatres             x (2?)           Papos 

                                                                                                                                                                      Tapeesis 

Gemella       x        Sokrates I         Sarapion II                    Kastor 

                                                                                                                                             Iulius Germanus(?) 

Sarapion III  Sokrates II  Tasoucharion   x   Valerianus   Achillas  x Aphrodous        Ptolemaios   x Tasoucharion 

 

 

                                   Kastor    Kastor the younger    Serapias    Tapiamis    Kastor    Kastor   Onesime    Ptolemais 

                                                                                                                               alias Ptolemaios 

 

 App. 2. List of texts according to find spot 
 Private 

letters 

Receipts 

(incoming) 

Receipts 

(outgoing) 

Tax 

documents 

Petitions & 

legal 
documents 

Literary 

papyri 

House 
B17 

488, 506, 
507, 511 
P. Mich. 
4696 a 
P. Mich. 
4711 b 

419 
SB VI 9433 
SB VI 9263 
P. Mich. 4689 

391 
SB VI 9430 

367, 368, 369 
380, 381, SB VI 
9496 
391 
SB VI 9242 a 
SB VI 9554 
(2),(3),(5) 
SB VI 9555 a 
SB XII 11105 
SB XII11124 

SB XVIII 13306 
SB XVIII 13308 
536 
564 
SB VI 9247 

LDAB 15 
LDAB 2643 
LDAB 4764 

Street 
BS1  

495, 505, 
512 
SB XIV 
12082 

  366 
SB XII 11104 

522  

House 
B7 

    169 759 (= 
LDAB 
1466) 

?House 
B2  

  ?383   ?LDAB 477 

Dossier 490  BGU XV 
2534: 
doubtful (n. 6) 
SB VI 9428 
SB XVI 
12798 
BGU I 330 
BGU II 391 

223 
224 
BGU III 819 
P. Aberdeen 35 
BGU I 97 
BGU II 577 
392 
393 

SB XVI 12958 
549 

 

 


